
 
A jump by OreDamashii 

 
Welcome to the Mushroom Kingdom! 

 
 
This world has a resemblance to Earth, but it would be a stretch to call them similar. In this 
world, there are many strange paranormal happenings that are considered normal, such as 
floating blocks, plants with eyes, and anthropomorphic creatures! The Mushroom Kingdom itself 
is inhabited by the toads, humanoid creatures with mushroom heads, ruled over by the beautiful 
(and surprisingly human) Princess Toadstool Peach! 
 
Not all is fun and games here, though. Where there is a princess, there is an evildoer ready to 
steal her! That evildoer role is taken by the king of koopas, Bowser! And when there is a villain, 
there is a hero! In this case, the dashing (and also human) Mario! Oh and also his brother Luigi. 
 
This world is different compared to traditional Mario games, as it actually takes the path of RPG 
instead of the usual platformer. As such, there are many exciting locations to explore, and many 
exciting things to do! Although these lands tend to be pretty dangerous, so to help you around 
I’ll give you this. 
 
You got 1000 Choice Points! 
 
Alright, now that you have your points, it’s time to set out into the world and start your 
adventure!  

 
LET’S-A-GO! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Location 
 
Oh… Right. Heh, sorry about that, but before we can start your adventure, you need to decide 
what storyline you want to play through! Other jumpers seem to like making you roll for your 
location, but I don’t really like that whole roll the dice thing. So I’ll leave it up to you. 
 
Superstar Saga: This is the beginning of the Mario & Luigi series. You’ll be adventuring through 
the Beanbean Kingdom, inhabited by bean humans as you travel the lands. Mario and Luigi will 
be travelling here in their quest to get Peach’s voice back after it was stolen by some lunatic 
who replaced it with exploding pictures. You can choose to start either near the Koopa Cruiser 
where Bowser and the bros are almost ready to take off, or in the Beanbean kingdom. 
 
Partners in Time: The second installment to the series. In this adventure, various time portals 
will be appearing around the castle which each lead to a different part of the Mushroom 
Kingdom in the past! Mario and Luigi will be going through these portals with their past selves to 
find the princess after they failed to return to the present in E. Gadd’s time machine, while 
dealing with the shroob invaders. You will start in the castle courtyard just as the time machine 
is about to take off or anywhere in the past. 
 
Bowser’s Inside Story: This version adds a twist to the usual story of the Mario series in general. 
In this installment, Bowser actually becomes one of the protagonists. After a familiar foe returns 
to wreak havoc on the Mushroom Kingdom, Mario and Luigi must travel through Bowser’s 
insides while the latter must take back his empire, whether by force or not. You will start 
somewhere in Toad Town, where the Blorbs have become an epidemic. 
 
Dream Team: This is actually kind of a mishmash of the previous installments. In Dream Team, 
the gang visits Pi’illo Island, a nice vacation resort home to ancient people known as the Pi’illos. 
The gang will have to deal with the threat of an evil being who harnesses the cruel power of 
nightmares, and it’ll take the power of dreams in order to defeat him. You start in the airport, 
where the Zeepelin carrying the iconic crew is just landing. 
 
Paper Jam: Oh, really? Well okay, I won’t stop you. In the latest installment of the series, we 
actually have a crossover with the Paper Mario series. In this story, Luigi and a toad find a book 
in the castle, and when they open it, the Paper Mario universe starts flying into their world! This 
means you’ll have to deal with another Bowser this time around… But with the assistance of 
another Mario! You start just outside the castle, when Luigi finds the book. 
 
Backgrounds 
 
Okay, now that we have your location, we need to know what your role in this world is! You can 
choose whether or not you have history and/or memories in this world. Oh and also age and 
gender can be chosen freely, but unless you’re doing Partners in Time you might stick out if 
you’re a child going around getting involved in the dangers here. 



 
Hero: You’re a brave and strong hero, known for protecting the innocent and bringing justice to 
those who follow the path of evil! Whether for smiting evil or saving the weak, you have the 
leadership skills to help your friends around this hostile environment and the determination to 
make the title of hero worth your salt! 
 
Sidekick: Nothing’s wrong with being the secondary character. You want to be a strong, brave 
person, but likely lack the confidence to do so. Or maybe you just want to let someone else take 
the lead. Regardless, you’ve got enough skill to show that being number 2 doesn’t mean you’re 
any less of a hero! 
 
Bad Guy: Pfft, hero this, sidekick that, you aren’t interested in being some mushy team player! 
You tend to prefer only relying on yourself to get around, and show that you don’t need a 
partner to win against a duo! You’re the quote on quote “bad guy”, the one who plays rough. But 
it seems someone is trying to one-up you. And you aren’t having that! 
 
Paper Hero (200 CP): Something feels different. You feel considerably lighter than before… 
Oh, seems like you lost a little weight! You are now one of the paper creatures from the Paper 
Mario dimension. In this form, you are a two-dimensional figure that can somehow interact with 
the world as if you were still three-dimensional, yet your new flat body can still do things you 
couldn’t do if you weren’t flat. You were likely minding your own business when somehow you 
popped out into the non-papery world. Well, we could always use an extra pair of hands. Even 
flat ones. 
 
Perks 
Perks are half off for matching their backgrounds and if they go under 100 CP, they’re free. 
 
General 
Easy Mode (free): There are… a lot of ways to die in this universe, honestly. You could get 
blown up, crushed, burned alive, hit your head, fall into a bottomless pit, drilled, you name it. So 
there’s this to compensate. With this perk, you won’t die due to inconvenience or some slip up. 
Falling into lava, falling on spikes, and the like will spit you back to the safest platform, with 
nothing but a little ouch. This is mainly to ensure you don’t end your chain due to failing some 
puzzle for a collectible. In addition, if you happen to get a “Game Over” by having everyone 
incapacitated in battle you’ll respawn in your pocket dimension’s medical bay (or the closest 
thing to one) to recover, and when you leave, you’ll find yourself back at the last place you or 
your companions hit a save block. Unfortunately the second this jump ends, i’m taking this perk 
away. Sorry, but if you could cheat death whenever JC would get real pissed. Oh and also this 
is completely optional, so you don’t have to take it if you don’t want a handicap. 
 
Soundtrack (free): You get a soundtrack consisting of all the music from the Mario & Luigi 
series. You can turn this on and off at will, and can even choose what music you want to play. If 
you keep it on and don’t choose, it’ll play the music that best fits the area or situation (for 



example, if you’re in a desert area, it’ll play one of the desert tracks). It has some really nice 
songs though, so you’ll probably find something you like. 
 
Jumping Expert (100 CP, free Hero, Sidekick, Paper Hero): No, not jumping as in jumpchain, 
this perk makes you good at jumping high. You have the leg muscles to match that of the Mario 
Bros, and it’s going to be helpful getting around. 
 
Hero 
 
Hero Heart (100 CP): You can’t call yourself a hero if you don’t have a heart. That’s what this is 
for. You now have the nobility and leadership of Mario himself, capable of standing brave in the 
face of danger. In addition, this also makes you more charismatic and people will see you as a 
good person, at least until you prove otherwise. 
 
Squishy Body (200 CP): Your body has become more flexible. You can easily take a hammer to 
the head and end up half your normal height. In fact, you literally can! When an ally hits you with 
a hammer, your body will compress to half your normal height, and then return to normal height 
by being hit again. You are also capable of performing the high jump, which allows others to use 
you as a bounce pad to get both of you up to high places! 
 
Fire! (400 CP): You had a chance encounter with the laidback Fire God who (after accidentally 
touching that big ball of fire) has taught you the ways of the Firebrand! This technique will allow 
you to channel heat into your palm and expel it in the form of fireballs! This will allow you to light 
objects with fire and hurt enemies who are weak to fire or otherwise immune to all other attacks. 
Perhaps you can come up with other ways to use this new power… 
 
Star Hero (600 CP): It can be hard being a hero. You have to put up with constant villainy, 
dealing with various problems, and armies of enemies coming at you with everything they’ve 
got. A normal person would have just given up in shame. Not you. Now, when you’re 
determined to fight for the greater good, fate will send you into dangerous and life-threatening 
situations… but also give you the drive to push on and just the right amount of luck that you 
push hard enough, victory can be claimed. In addition, anyone you have a long lasting bond 
with will also gain this boost, so that a team may come out on top, and you and your friends will 
grow stronger when you claim victory. However, do not expect the road to greet you with a red 
carpet. These events will always conspire to put you in situations that you will have to put your 
all into if you want your prize. It could be cryptic or unclear, or it can try to lead you to death’s 
door if you are careless. As a mercy, this perk is toggleable, so you do not necessarily have to 
play risk reward against your will. 
 
 
Sidekick 
 



Slapstick Master (100 CP): You uh… you okay there buddy? Oh, okay. You are really good at 
slapstick comedy, easily lighting the mood and cheering people up by getting yourself hurt. 
Don’t worry, whenever you get hurt for comedy, you’ll come out of it none the worse for wear. 
Does absolutely nothing in actual combat or serious situations. As a bonus, a coin pops out 
whenever you get hit in the crotch. 
 
Sturdy Body (200 CP): Your body has become tougher. You could easily take a hammer to the 
head and only be knocked into the ground. In fact, you literally can! When an ally hits you into 
the ground, you can move around and get under places that are blocked above ground and pop 
out of said ground at will. You are also capable of performing the spin jump, which has someone 
stand on your head while the two of you spin simultaneously, giving you a little extra distance 
across gaps. 
 
Thunder! (400 CP): You had a chance encounter with the no-nonsense Thunder God who (after 
you accidentally touched the big ball of lightning) has taught you the ways of the Thunderhand! 
This technique will allow you to charge your palm with electricity and discharge it in a bolt of 
lightning! This naturally allows you to charge electrical objects and harm opponents who are 
weak to lightning or immune to all other attacks. Maybe you can find some other uses for this 
technique if you’re creative… 
 
Dream Team (600 CP): Wow, you really did it. Maybe you put hard work and effort in it, maybe 
you just happened to fall upon it one day, maybe you just conk out easily. Whatever the case, 
you have mastered the sleep cycle of the ancient people known as the Pi’illos. This allows you 
to create portals to an alternate dimension known as the dream world (which looks like a dream 
version of the current area) by sleeping on one of their special pillows, which will be provided 
with purchase. People from the real world can enter these portals to enter the dream world and 
take anything they get in there into the real world! In addition, when your friends are in the 
dream world, you can take a dream form of yourself with all your abilities and an extra: You can 
possess certain objects in the world in order to control them and are also capable of combining 
yourself with one of your friends to give them assistance from clones that i’ll just call anonnoids 
(replace “anon” with your name) which will help when dealing with the big lot of enemies around 
here. The power of dreams rests within you, I hope you tend to it well. 
Huh? You want to use this to enter REAL alternate dimensions? Well… Okay, but there will 
have to be some catches. And this applies to the normal dream world too, so listen up. First, in 
order to enter those real dimensions, you have to find certain places called “Dream Points”, and 
sleep there to enter. Second, living things native to the dream world are not allowed to leave. 
That includes dream you, so you can’t take anybody from that dimension into your world with 
this unless they’re from your dimension. Third, real world people from that dimension require 
your dream portal to enter and exit. Should you wake up or sleep too deeply, the portal will 
close and they’ll be stuck there until you or someone who can cross dimensions gets them out 
of there. 
 
 



 
Bad Guy 
 
SHOWTIME! (100 CP): Gwahaha! If you want to show you mean business, you need to have 
the voice to go with it! You now have the ability to make your voice sound deep, growly, and 
most importantly BADASS just like the king of koopas himself. Oh, that not good enough for 
you? Okay fine, uh… you can also throw a mean punch. 
 
Tough Guy Alert! (200 CP): You now have a koopa shell similar to that of Bowser’s. This shell is 
tough as nails, capable of blocking tons of damage without taking a scratch, and is summonable 
at will. You also have Bowser’s muscles, easily matching him in hand-to-hand combat. In 
addition to that, you also get the choice of either flame breath or freeze breath, though it doesn’t 
start as strong as Bowser’s or Midbus’s. You can also purchase this a second time to have both, 
but you’ll need to start training if you want to control which one you want to use. 
 
Jumper’s Inside Story (400 CP): Your body has become an ecosystem, just like Bowser’s body. 
The biology really shouldn’t make sense in the real world, but now each significant part of your 
body is now it’s own habitat. Your brain is a memory library, your funnybone is a system of 
nerves, your stomach has a cannon for digestion, there’s a lot more to note so that’s just the 
basics. In addition, your companions and anyone you allow can go into your body via portable 
pipes (shrunken down to microscopic sizes as long as they’re inside thankfully) to explore and 
mess with things, possibly giving you a temporary boost or a new ability depending on what 
you’re doing. With Mario and Luigi using this advantage, they made Bowser’s sneeze powerful 
enough to move a ship. I’m sure you can find something useful like they did. Oh, and in case it 
needs mentioning, there are coins and items inside there just like Dream Team. 
 
Size Up Your Enemy! (600 CP): Okay, so on your adventure you may have picked up some 
cool useful powers to deal with threats, but let’s say you run into an opponent that’s so big that 
your tiny attacks won’t do anything. So what do you do? Go big of course! This perk is 
supposed to work with Jumper’s Inside Story, but i’ll make an exception. Basically, should you 
be put in a situation where your body would be destroyed (such as getting crushed by a giant 
robot foot), your adrenaline levels will go into overdrive, pumping so much vitality through your 
veins that you’ll grow into a giant! In this form, your size matches that of Giant Bowser, and your 
abilities will be amplified to match. This will also allow you match up to those giant opponents I 
mentioned, and trample any tiny opponents they send your way. 
Now, this doesn’t come without it’s fair share of caveats. First of all, this ability does not act on 
command. It will only kick in when you are in mortal danger such as the given example. Second, 
this ability has a pretty hard cooldown time. Once the threat has been neutralized, you’ll return 
to normal size and unlike Bowser you’ll be out of commission for a few hours. Even then, once 
you get back into top shape your evoglobins will need to take a good few months, one or two 
minimum, to restore your adrenaline and allow you to gigantify again. Perhaps with enough 
training you can get your body to mitigate the cooldown, but for now, don’t underestimate the 
ability of giants. It’s Go Big or Go Home, and you prefer to do the former. 



If you took “Dream Team” you can also purchase this at a discount, but it’ll work a little 
differently. This ability will be limited to your dream form, and instead of putting you in mortal 
danger it will activate when when under extreme amounts of emotional distress. Like “wake me 
up already” distress. As a result, the exhaustion won’t follow into real world you, but the 
cooldown will still take effect. Also, I hope you don’t mind waking up feeling like you just 
recovered from anaesthesia. 
 
Paper Hero 
 
Paper physiology (free, restricted to Paper Hero): This is where we go into detail about what 
your new paper body can do. As mentioned, you can still interact with everything as if you were 
3D, but you’re still two-dimensional. As a result, this allows you to slide into cracks and 
openings that are thick enough to slide paper through, allowing you to get to areas that you 
can’t get to with your 3D body. Second, your paper body has a lot more structure than regular 
paper. You can get crumbled, folded, balled, and still be able to unfold yourself as if nothing 
happened. Third, you still have the same strength, speed, dexterity and the like even if you’re 
paper! What could go wrong in this form? 
Well, a lot actually. See, your Paper body is much less durable in terms of taking damage. 
Paper Mario has to rely on copies taking his hits due to his low hitpoints, and you might have to 
as well. Second, you’re still paper, meaning you can get cut up, burned, soggy, and the like. 
Thankfully you’ll be able to recover from that in a mere second, but you pay for this recovery 
with a chunk of your stamina, normally equal to how severe the damage is. If you overexert 
yourself or run out of steam, your body probably won’t be able to recover. Hopefully you don’t 
sustain anything serious. 
 
Flutter Jump (100 CP): This one should be fairly simple. Due to your new lightweight body you 
are capable of doing a mildly silly flutter jump by flapping your arms in midair. This is a simple 
thing that allows you to flutter over gaps that normal jumping won’t bypass. 
 
Folding skills (200 CP): This perk will give a little extra boost to Paper Physiology. You are now 
capable of folding and bending yourself into many different things. Paper airplane, shuriken, 
whirligig, drill, you name it. You even get the abilities to do what the item does, like paper 
airplane allowing you to ride the wind and paper shuriken allowing you to be thrown like a 
shuriken. Pretty simple, but useful, no? Oh, and if taken as a different background, you will 
instead gain the 3D equivalent. 
 
Trio Moves (400 CP): While Paper Mario is capable of holding his own against the many threats 
his world holds, working with Mario and Luigi allow the three of them to take on the enemies of 
both worlds and still come out on top. And now, so can you! You are great at cooperation, 
working with two other people to bring your abilities to their full extent! Use Airplane to carry 
them long distances, grab to get faraway objects, and more are available to your stash! 
 



Papercrafting (600 CP): Wait, isn’t this supposed to be Toadette’s- Oh, uh, erm, you have 
figured out a way to make the Paper Mario material works into reality! The technology in the 
Paper Mario world makes sense to you, so making a lifesize building out of cardboard is easy 
as cake. Arts and Crafts for aesthetics is also in your grasp if you feel like decorating. Oh and 
also I guess you can make giant Papercraft figures carried by the local minions to fight for you, 
but why would you need that? 
 
Items 
 
Okay, so now that you got your skills, you need some items! You can find some of this stuff out 
in the world, but CP purchased items will be given insurance. 
 
The Entire Series! (free): This is actually something you can’t find in the world. Here, you have a 
copy of every single Mario & Luigi RPG game from the original Superstar Saga to Bowser’s 
Inside Story + Bowser Jr.’s Journey (and more should they be released) as well as the consoles 
required to play them. They somehow never run out of battery life and there are several copies 
and consoles if you want to give your companions or friends their own. If lost or damaged, they 
will reappear an hour later in your personal space. 
 
Recovery Items (50 CP): A nice set of items for your convenience. You have a set of 
mushrooms, syrups, refreshing herbs, and nuts at your disposal. For the record, they taste great 
and can heal you up pretty efficiently. If you want something meaty, this also comes with 
drumsticks that have the same effects as mushrooms. Refills every week. 
 
Matching Outfits (50 CP, free hero, sidekick): A set of two outfits with the same design pattern, 
and two main colors, with one changing to match the wearer’s favorite color! The other color is 
up to you, and will stay that color. When both outfits are worn, people will be able to identify the 
wearers as a duo. 
 
Troop Wear (50 CP, free Bad Guy): This is a nice outfit tailored and designed to your liking, 
made with some nice wrist braces to emphasize your skill in punching. Wearing this will show 
your foes that you’re not someone to be messed with. Or maybe just think of you as a punk. 
 
Hammer (100 CP, discount Hero, Sidekick, Paper Hero): The weapon of choice for the Mario 
bros, the hammers are powerful tools. They have the weight and toughness to smash a rock to 
pebbles, and despite that are super easy to carry around! Trust me, in this world, the hammer is 
the plumber’s best nonsapient friend. 
 
Copy Block (100 CP, restricted to Paper Hero): Remember that thing I said about Paper Mario’s 
copies? This is what I mean. By using this block, you can summon five extra copies of yourself 
to stack with you, allowing you to use all six copies when doing moves like hammers or jumping. 
They can also take damage to you, but they’re fragile, so being hit just once will make you lose 
at least one copy. 



 
Bros Attacks (variable): These are special attacks that require two people in order to perform. 
The attacks are a good deal more powerful than the basic jumping and hammering. You 
normally can find these around the Mushroom Kingdom, but this will ensure you don’t have to 
race with Mario and Luigi to find them. The first bros attack costs 200 cp, and then 100 cp after 
that for each. If they belong to Mario, they’re discounted for Hero. If Luigi, they’re discounted for 
sidekick. If both, then both get it discounted. See the notes section for details. 
 
Trio Attack (200 CP, discount Paper Hero): This is another special attack, but requires three 
people to use. The first purchase will give you the Trio Attack Hammer and one trio attack, 
allowing you to pound enemies into defenseless paper and then send you to a mini reality to 
perform the attack. The next four purchases will give you another trio move of your choice. 
Notes section for details. 
 
Troop Attack (200 CP, discount Bad Guy): You gain a loyal squadron of minions with each 
purchase of this, allowing you to perform one of Bowser’s Special Attacks! Don’t worry if any of 
them get lost or killed, you’ll always be able to find them in mint condition when you perform 
their respective attack. Notes, details. 
 
Anonnary Attack (100 CP, requires Dream Team): These attacks require someone with a dream 
form in order to use. Using an attack summons anonnoids to form up into different shapes for 
attacks made to wipe out swarms of enemies. Notes. 
 
The Battle Ring (300 CP): This is a small boxing ring that can create a simulation where you 
fight previous enemies that can be considered “bosses”. Why is this so expensive then, you 
might ask. Well, by betting a certain amount of currency, you can initiate a challenge battle, 
where you’ll fight a powered up version of the boss, and by defeating them within a given time 
limit (or turn limit) you will receive five times the amount of money you bet as well as a trophy of 
the enemy. You know, as a material representation of your coolness. 
 
Vacuum block (400 CP, discount Bad Guy): This is a block that gives you the inhale ability. 
Inhale allows you to, well, inhale with the force of a tornado, being able to take things from 
enemies simply with force, such as honey or fruit. In addition, if you have “Jumper’s Inside 
Story”, you’ll gain a bonus: You can inhale small opponents. Indeed, any enemy weak enough 
will be vulnerable to being inhaled and enter your body. From there, the companions and allies 
inside your body can battle them in in your body. Just be careful what gets in there, you never 
know what will push you over. 
 
Battle Cards (400 CP): A set of cards to help in battle. By performing successful attacks, you will 
build up Star Points. You can then use these star points to activate battle cards, which will give 
a variety of effects! Make allies stronger, enemies weaker, heal wounds or inflict wounds! Surely 
this will give you an ace in the battle. 
 



Companions 
 
Multiplayer Mode (50 CP): For each purchase of this you may create or import one companion 
to join you on your adventures. They each get a background and 600CP to spend on perks and 
items. 
 
Bring a Friend! (100 CP): Feel free to take any canon companion with you on your journey. The 
catch is you have to convince them to come willingly. 
 
Drawbacks 
 
So you need more CP, huh? Alright, well I can get you and your companions some extra, but 
you’ll have to take some hindrances. The drawbacks will affect you and your companions as 
individuals should they take it. If the drawback affects everyone, then everyone gets the CP. 
 
Crossover Continuity (+0 CP): Who says you haven’t met any of these characters before? By 
taking this, characters you interacted with in other jumps involving them will remember you, for 
good and bad alike. Meet some new friends, battle old foes, whatever it is you did. Or you could 
do what Nintendo should have done and add some characters not in the series canon for some 
cameos! 
 
Full Series (+0 CP): Normally you would be here for the next decade like a normal jump, but i’ll 
tell you what. When you finish the canon story of the location you chose, you can end the jump 
there or go on to experience one of the other plots, and then get the choice again, until you 
complete all five stories. 
 
No Voice Actors (+100 CP): Oh, it seems everyone’s voices have been replaced with random 
beeps. In order to relay dialogue they speak using text boxes, which somehow let them speak 
pictures. Well at least you guys didn’t fall under this curse! 

Stolen Voice (another +100 CP): Oh, nevermind. Looks like this affects you and your 
companions too. Now you speak with text boxes. Anyone with the hero or sidekick background 
instead speaks with gibberish, and Paper Hero has no voice at all. At least everyone can still 
understand you. 

Italian Gibberish (another +200 CP): I lied. Hope you’re good at charades. 
 

Bad Graphics (+100 CP): OH GOD WHAT JUST HAPPENED!? Oh god, the graphics are all messed 
up now! Great, now everything looks just as bad as a closeup in the gameplay analysis! 

 
Fiery Temper (+100 CP): Jesus bro, calm down! You’ve got a real short temper, and unfortunately it’s 
going to piss people off more than it will make you look menacing. 
 
Scaredy Plumber (+100 CP): Hey look what I- Woah man, it’s just me! Uh, looks like you’ve become a 
lot more scared of things, just like Luigi is. That might be a problem. 



 
Uncoordinated (+200 CP): You are absolutely terrible at teamwork. Either you’re too stubborn to admit 
you need assistance or you can’t seem to coordinate with others in battle. Hope you can hold your own. 
 
Annoying ally (+200 CP): Well this stinks. Now you have a new follower with you. A very annoying 
follower who does absolutely nothing but be annoying. In fact, even though they’re perfectly capable of 
talking for you if you took “Italian Gibberish”, that’s all they’re good for! Because they’re ANNOYING! 
 
Turn Based Combat (+200 CP): Well that’s… weird. Looks like you’re now bound by the rules of Mario 
& Luigi the game. Now, engaging in combat with an enemy means all of you have to take turns 
attacking, with the order of turns going from highest speed to lowest. 
 
Jumper & Anon (+400 CP): Congratulations buddy! Upon entering this jump you have effectively killed 
Mario and Luigi! Now not only will everybody hate you, but now you have no choice in “Full Series”! 
You must now go through all five of them and solve the plots there within the decade or you fail the 
chain! Have fun! 
 
Jumper Battle Cards (+400 CP): Remember the Battle Cards in the items section? Well now there are 
battle cards that contain your out-of-jump powers, meaning you no longer have access to them. And to 
make things worse, the enemy has them! Even when you get them back, you can only use star points 
to temporarily get them back. Hope you’re capable of fighting without any godlike murder powers. 
 
THE TUTORIALS! (+400 CP): For whatever reason, whenever you learn how to do something new or 
that you’ve never done before, even if it’s obvious how to do it, someone is going to attempt to give you 
a tutorial on it. This will happen frequently, take much longer than it should, and is guaranteed to be 
very, VERY mentally painful. 
 
In The Final (+600 CP): You really want the points that bad? *sigh* Okay, but don’t say I didn’t warn 
you. I’m going to be putting you into one of my scrapped settings, where things have gone haywire. 
 
Alright, let me explain. So, normally the timelines should be happening in order. SS, PiT, BIS, DT, PJ. 
SHOULD. Now, while I was making this jump, some mysterious individual managed to steal the Cobalt 
Star, the source of E. Gadd’s time machine, and threw all the timelines out of whack, so now all of them 
are occurring at once. Cackletta has taken over Bowser’s body, and Fawful is giggling maniacally 
alongside him, with “Bowletta” taking control of Bowser’s castle and all his minions. Meanwhile, they 
had stolen the Dark Star and attempted to drain it’s power, but it had escaped and went inside of 
Bowser’s body, seeking power. So now Cackletta and Dark Star are fighting for control of Bowser. 
Meanwhile, the Shroobs have begun their assault on Peach’s castle, having taken it over easily without 
any resistance and with Princess Shroob’s sister free. Since then, they had been invading the present 
day Mushroom Kingdom and kidnapping the Toads for their vim. As if that was bad enough, Fawful had 
witnessed this occurring and had sent Bowser’s minions to try and stop them from conquering any 
more of their territory. To make things worse, the horrifying nightmares being produced from this chaos 
had reawoken Antasma, who was now supercharged with nightmare energy. As such, while the Pi’illos 



are still active, they are trapped within stone and their souls are being forced into monsters for Antasma 
to control, seeking to claim the Dream Stone and grant his devilish wish. 
And remember that thing I said about paper? Well, the book still opened and the paper world came 
flying out. Now Paper Toads are caught in the Shroob’s hunt for vim and Paper Bowser’s army is 
joining in on the chaos. All three of them are seeking to claim the Dream Stone, seeing as it’s the only 
wish granter that has no conditions, unlike the Beanstar. In short, all out war has broken loose between 
Cackletta, the Dark Star, Bowser’s army, the Shroobs, and Paper Bowser’s army. And as usual, you 
have to be the one to fix it. 
More specifically, you have to destroy the Dark Star and Cackletta’s soul, free Bowser’s army from 
Fawful’s command, stop the Shroob invasion, banish Antasma to the realm of nightmares once more, 
and send the Paper creatures back to their world within the decade. Alternatively, you could attempt to 
claim the Dream Stone yourself and wish everything back to normal, but you’re going to be racing 
against five different extremely powerful forces of evil and four of them have armies. On the other hand, 
you could try to find the Cobalt Star and rebuild the time machine to confront this mystery figure, but I 
can’t actually tell you anything about them, only that whoever they are, they are extremely dangereous. 
Should you fail to fix this broken timeline, your chain is over. Good luck. 
 
As a consolation prize, if you do the Cobalt Star thing and somehow live to tell the tale, I’ll let you keep 
it. It won’t have any time travel capabilities (unless you’re a planeswalker or something) but it’s a pretty 
potent power source and can be very useful for a creative inventor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Endgame 
Oh, you’re back already? Well, sadly it looks like your time here is up. You keep everything you 
purchased and drawbacks are revoked You know the choices. 
 
Power Off- Well, it’s been fun, but it’s time to send you back. You take all your perks, items, and 
companions (and followers if that counts), and head back home. 
 
Save- This world does have a certain charm to it, doesn’t it? Alright, here’s 1000 CP, enjoy the rest of 
your life here! 
 
Back to Adventure!- The adventures of a jumper don’t end that easily! If you take this, i’ll send you to 
the next universe. Your story isn’t over yet! 
 



Whatever you choose, I’m glad you decided to visit. Hope to see you again soon! 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes 
 
-Yes, I am aware that the Hero and Sidekick perks are essentially just opposites to each other. That’s 
pretty much how Mario and Luigi work in the games, I don’t have much to work with. 
 
-Sadly Hero does not get some super cool power like Sidekick or Bad Guy, because Mario doesn’t 
really have anything going for him. 
 
-No, you may not use the Beanstar or Dream Stone to wish for something broken as all hell like wishing 
for JC to give you your spark. 
 
-Taking “Dream Team” and “Size Up Your Enemy” will allow you to use both dream giant and real giant 
of you pay the full price for the one not matching your background 
 
-In terms of Bros attacks, Trio attacks, and Troop attacks, i’m honestly way too lazy to list them here, so 
click the links to see them in the wiki. But I will tell you that using them will require Bros Points (BP) 
which can be restored by eating sweet things like syrup. As long as you have the required amount of 
BP, you can perform these attacks whenever you want. 
 
Bros attacks 
 
Trio attacks 
 
Troop attacks 
 
Luiginary/Anonnary attacks 
 
-If you’re confused about “Dream Points”, imagine places in the current dimension that have a strong 
resemblance or connection to the alternate dimension you want to create a dream portal to. 

https://www.mariowiki.com/Bros._Attack
https://www.mariowiki.com/Trio_Attack
https://www.mariowiki.com/Special_Attack_(Bowser)
https://www.mariowiki.com/Mario_%26_Luigi:_Dream_Team#Luiginary_Attacks_.28Dream_World.29

